Lateral Investigations: A Pedagogical Project

Nicole Breedon, Andrew Connners, Gregory Chin, Ebony Hickey, Lucy Irvine, Roseanne Johnson, Rachel Joy, Taree Mackenzie, Sarah Mottram, Judy Perfect, Gregory Penn, Ilia Rosli, Dylan Stratham, Victoria Stamos and Emily Taylor.

Coordinated by Sandra Bridie. 9/19 September

In Lateral Investigations 15 VCA students undertook a conscious process of exploring untried lines of enquiry in their studio practice. In a light and open-ended fashion they tried out new modes of production including: curating, directing, collaboration, conceptual work, written work, sound, performance, new media, and working with unlikely partners. The results of this program will be seen in the George Paton Gallery.

Opening night: Wednesday 10 September  5/7pm
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